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CERAMICS

The only automatic refilling system
for DIGITAL GLUES

I-NKFILLER® DG (Digital Glues) has been designed
to automatically transfer the digital glues to the
respective application systems on the ceramic
glazing lines.

DG
Digital Glue
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Through a piping system designed
according to the layout of each
plant and thanks to its latest
generation software, the system
creates a "drop on demand" product
dispensing process in order to
dispose of the right amount of
digital glue only when needed,
minimizing product waste and
automating procedures ensuring
perfect process efficiency.

FEATURES:

Automatic filtration
Level sensors
Automatic refill
Recirculation pump
PIM Software

With conical bottom storage
tanks available in different
capacities: 500lt, 700lt, 1000lt,
1300lt, I-NKFILLER® DG allows a
uniform and homogeneous
conservation of the product.
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In ceramic, digital glue is a high-consumption raw material for which a
standard production can reach an average consumption of up to 80gr /
m2, or about 440 gr / min per line. For the operator who performs the
manual operations means having to fill each reservoirs every 11 min and
having a significant amount of plastic tanks to dispose.

 

I-NKFILLER®DG can optimize your production!
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PROCOLOR INK
MANAGER (P.I.M.)
AND WEBVIEWER
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Equipped with an on-board 3.5”
HMI controller thanks to which it
is possible to manage up to 4
bars (3 if there is a recirculation
pipe), the system allows constant
transmission and viewing of
consumption data thanks to the
integrated P.I.M. software
installed on remote PC.

By interacting with some sensors and the
system management PLC, the P.I.M.
Software promptly reports glue
consumption by associating it with the
production batch and monitoring and
recording all the glue loads and discharges
that occur in the storage container. All
these data are stored in a database (MS
SQL) with the possibility of being shared
with other customer software (ERP / MES
/ SCADA) in order to ensure operators
have access to all data, information and
analysis at any time.

INTERCONNECTION
REAL-TIME
SUPERVISION
REPORTING ON
CONSUMPTIONS
AND TRANSFERS
ZERO PRODUCT
WASTE 
TIME SAVINGS 
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